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Abstract

Article Information

Eyewitness identifications and eyewitness accounts of events are often introduced into criminal investigations
and subsequently presented at trials. This study demonstrates a technique for recreating the spatial relationship
between subjects, objects, and obstructions in the scene so that the person who is attempting to “stand in the
shoes” of the eyewitness is provided with an accurate representation of what the eyewitness saw. When the
CSI places a scale in the foreground of the image, the image can be calibrated to that scale and printed out
in a one-to-one (1:1) format that will enable the viewer to see the incident location in a similar scale to that of
the eyewitness’s perspective. This paper is intended to provide a guide for a CSI to capture information that
can be used in a crime scene reconstruction to accurately represent how the scene appeared to an eyewitness.
The methodology is designed to enable the CSI and reconstructionist to perform this task without access to
specialized equipment. Some caveats exist and are delineated in this report for full clarity.
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Introduction

Certain criminal investigations and civil cases
involve an eyewitness account of an incident
or events that transpired within an incident.
Crime scene investigators (CSI) typically take
photographs from the eyewitness’s vantage
point to depict what the eyewitness was able
to see and what obstacles may be between the
eyewitness and the incident or event(s) that the
eyewitness claims to have observed. The photos
have only demonstrative value in that they
capture the eyewitness’s perspective however
many variables can hinder the trier-of-fact’s
ability to fully comprehend what the eyewitness
saw and how it appeared to him or her.
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Eyewitness evidence often comes under fire
as being unreliable, yet it would be impossible
to do away with such evidence entirely. Much
of the research and reporting on a eyewitness’s
reliability has to do with personal traits of the
witness that would tend to make him or her
credible or not credible.
Things such as the eyewitness’s vision and
ability to recall details due to trauma or other
factors are referred to by Dr. Gary Wells as
“estimator variables” [1] in that these personal
traits of the eyewitness can only be estimated.
This opens the door for battling experts such as
psychologists and ophthalmologists to impeach
31
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or enhance the credibility of an eyewitness. A
CSI has no control over the estimator variables
and their job is to capture what can be seen
from the eyewitness’s perspective to the best of
their ability.
Dr. Wells further explains that there is a
second set of variables that is “under direct
control of the criminal justice system.” He
refers to these variables as “system variables” [1].
Variables such as the length of time between the
event that was witnessed and the interviewing
of the witness can be controlled to some degree
by detective investigators.
The National Institute of Justice (NIJ) has
published a research report titled Eyewitness
Evidence – A Guide for Law Enforcement that
addresses many of these system variables
and helps the investigator develop a system
for conducting and documenting eyewitness
interviews, lineups, composite drawings
and other techniques. These procedures
are implemented to minimize the risks of
diminished recollection and contamination of
the eyewitness’s account of events to hopefully
enhance the accuracy and credibility of the
testimony. [2]
Studies have also concluded that there
is a direct correlation between eyewitness
identification accuracy and the distance
between the eyewitness and the subject. An
article titled The Distance Threshold of Reliable
Eyewitness Identification concluded, “Our
results show that distance had a strong negative
effect on accuracy for all age groups, with
diagnosticity falling sharply between 5 m and
110 m. We have suggested an absolute upper
distance threshold of 100 m for any age, but it
is clear that past 60 m, diagnosticity levels are
already so low that their utility is questionable.”
[3]
A reconstructionist can utilize the data
collected by the CSI through this technique to
create a portable exhibit that can be presented
to affected parties and triers of fact. Now the
viewer, with his or her own set of estimator
variables, will be able to see an accurate
representation of what the eyewitness saw when
the viewer stands at a similar lens-to-scale
distance from the exhibit.

Materials and Methods
Equipment
•

•
•
•

Obtaining Information from the
Witness (3)
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Establish rapport with the witness.
Inquire about the eyewitness’s condition.
Use open-ended questions (e.g., “What can
you tell me about the car?”); augment with
closed-ended questions (e.g., “What color
was the car?”).
Avoid leading questions (e.g., “Was the car
red?”).
Clarify the information received with the
eyewitness.
Document information obtained from the
witness, including the eyewitness’s identity,
in a written report.
Encourage the witness to contact
investigators with any further information.
Encourage the witness to avoid contact with
the media or exposure to media accounts
concerning the incident.
Instruct the witness to avoid discussing
details of the incident with other potential
witnesses.

Information for Reconstruction
•
•
•
•

•
•
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For this paper, the camera was a Nikon
D750 DSLR with a Nikon NIKKOR 50
mm SWM Aspherical, 58 mm diameter
lens, f/1.8 – f/16.
The camera was set on a Manfrotto
190XPROB tripod.
The scale is in both standard (6 in) and
metric (>15 cm) distributed by CrimeTech.
The scale was compared to and validated
by a standard (6 in) and metric (>150 mm)
metal ruler validated by Martin Calibration
ID:C636EM

Date/time of incident
Lighting conditions
Weather conditions
Their relative position at time of incident
(such as standing, sitting). Record that
location with measurements and a diagram
or as per your agency’s protocols.
Measure their eye level to the floor for
whatever position they were in (such as
standing, kneeling).
Ascertain what the eyewitness saw and in
what area as precisely as can be recalled.
J Assoc Crime Scene Reconstr. 2022:26

•

•

•

Immovable
landmarks,
bloodstains,
discharged cartridge cases, discarded items
may be useful as indicators of where the
actors were situated within the eyewitness’s
view.
It may be helpful to have an investigator
in the approximate area and have the
eyewitness direct the investigator to the
area where the event(s) took place.
If the lighting conditions at the time of the
CSI’s response have changed (e.g., position
of the sun streetlights), it will be necessary
to return to the scene when the conditions
are similar to those at the time of the
incident that was witnessed.
It may be helpful to bring the witness back
to the scene after taking into account any
legal considerations and the witness has
been properly interviewed.

Caveats

Photographic technology employs different
physical methods than the human eye in order
to capture images. Thus, manufacturing optics
which produce images that appear natural
to human vision is problematic. The eye has
a nominal focal length of approximately
17 mm, but it varies with accommodation. The
nature of human binocular vision, which uses
two lenses instead of a single lens, and postprocessing by the cortex is very different to the
process of making and rendering a photograph,
video, or film. The angle of view for humans
is approximately 210° horizontally and 150°
vertically. The angle of view for a 50 mm lens is
39.6° horizontally and 27° vertically.
The structure of the human eye has a concave
retina, rather than a flat sensor. It’s difficult to
perfectly compare human vision to cameras;
both work in very different ways. Given the lack
of a clear correlation between human vision
and camera lenses, explanations in photography
texts to account for this rule’s efficacy tend to
gloss over or merely restate the phenomenon,
claiming that using 50 mm lenses approximates
the angle of view and magnification of human
vision. In reality, on a full-frame camera any
lens with a focal length of between about 40
mm and 58 mm will appear similar to how
things appear to your eyes.

Camera Setup

1. Place camera on tripod at a similar
orientation to the subject as that of the
eyewitness.
a. Note the height of the lens from the
floor and all other available data so
that the camera can be returned to the
location and position at a future time.
2. Use a normal lens (a lens designed to
approximate the field of view of the human
eye without magnification or reduction).
3. An SLR/MILC camera with a full frame
sensor is preferred.
4. The camera should be in manual exposure
mode.
5. The photographer should maximize depth
of field and choose the lens’ smallest
aperture (largest denominator f-stop).
6. Choose a lower ISO to minimize noise as
conditions allow.
7. Choose an uncompressed file format like
RAW (a digital camera or scanner file
format, usually proprietary, for minimally
processed digital image data).
8. The camera lens should be pointed toward
the area where the eyewitness observed the
event.
a. The focus should also be set at that
point.
9. Place a scale in the foreground at a distance
such as conditions allow (approximately
3 ft from the camera’s lens worked well in
these examples).
10. Ensuring the scale is parallel to the image
sensor.
a. The images in the example below
(Figure 1) suggest a manner in which
the lens and the scale can be set to
parallel angles. The technique involved
the scale being supported with a tongue
depressor such as those provided for
mixing and applying Microsil. This
will keep the scale rigid and enable
measurements to be taken using an
angle finder.

Considerations
•
•
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Use another camera to photograph your
setup. Consider adding scales to show set
up height and orientation.
Increments on the scale to be used in the
photo need to be clearly marked as the scale
33
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Figure 1: Suggestions for orienting the scale in the proper position as mentioned above. Top left: Angle
finder on lens showing approximately 77 degrees. Bottom left: Scale with cardboard shims and angle
finder indicating angle of scale to be approximately 77 degrees. Right: Back of scale shored with a tongue
depressor type stick.

•

may not be completely in focus when it is
time to put the image into a 1:1 aspect ratio.
Capturing video from the same setup
should also be considered as it may be a
valuable demonstrative exhibit.

Processing and Printing Exhibits

1. Import images into photo editing software.
a. There are many choices for software.
The steps below are for Adobe Photoshop (Figures 2-4). Other post-processing software packages should have
similar features.
b. May need a plug-in to import raw files.
c. Raw images can be adjusted at this
point for overall white balance,
exposure, contrast, saturation.
2. Enable history to track changes to images.
3. Setting image scale for 1:1 printing
a. Select ruler tool, click and drag
between known distance points.
b. Note pixel count next to “L1:” on tool
bar.
i. Note: Activating “caps lock” on

www.acsr.org
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your keyboard changes cursor
to a crosshair icon which makes
measuring more precise.
ii. Note: In the Figure 2, 6 inches
was sampled with the ruler tool
showing a total of 3276 pixels.
3276/6 = 546 pixels per 1 inch.
Using the entire 6 inch length of
the scale averages out any errors in
cursor placement and gives a more
accurate conversion of pixels to
inch.
4. Go to the Image dropdown menu and
select analysis. Choose set measurement
scale and custom.
5. Enter in pixel length and logical length.
a. Enter the “L1” reading into “Logical
Length” (in the example, the L1
reading was 3276).
b. Enter the “Logical Length” which is
the number of units sampled to give
the L1 reading (in the example, 6 in
were sampled so the Logical Length
was 6).
J Assoc Crime Scene Reconstr. 2022:26

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

c. Enter the “Logical Units”, meaning
the unit of measure on the scale (in the
example, the units were inches).
d. Once measurement scale is set, left click
and drag ruler tool between known
distance points to validate that scale is
properly set.
Go to image dropdown then choose image
size.
Turn off resample image.
Enter the pixel length into resolution
(pixels/inch).
Go to file dropdown menu and choose
print.
Print scaled print size (choose size percentage for demonstrative exhibit).

Figure 2: Using the ruler tool on a scale to determine
the pixel count of increments on the scale.

Considerations

Printing large image sizes vary from printer to
printer. Large format printing services are an
option to print high quality oversized prints.
Some software (Acrobat & Illustrator) and
printers have a tiling feature that allows for
printing large size images across multiple pages
from a standard paper size printer.

Example 1

In the below photos a subject stood outside
of a window at approximately 117 ft from the
front of the lens. Images were captured of the
subject with the camera in a position to simulate
an eyewitness’s vantage point if kneeling at the
window. The first photos were taken without any
scales in the image area. A scale was then affixed
to the window with transparent tape. Images
were captured both with the subject in focus
and with the scale in focus as the lens had an
aperture setting of f/16. Scaled 1:1 images were
sent to a print shop for enlargement (Figure 5).
A cropped 1:1 image was also sent for printing
so that it could be compared to objects in the
scene such as fences and gates to determine if
the width and heights are similar. Figure 6 is an
image of the window with a cropped 1:1 image
that is approximately 4.5 in high at the bottom
of the image. Note how only half of the subject
is visible.
Figure 7 is the same image as Figure 6 with
detailed portions selected to demonstrate the
similarities between the dimensions of the fixed
objects found in the scene and their depiction
in the cropped 1:1 image. The alignment of the
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Figure 3: Setting a custom measurement scale under
“Image Analysis”.

Figure 4: Setting the image size to the pixel/
increment you have determined for printing at a 1:1
ratio.
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Figure 5: Image of subject captured with scale in windowpane (L). Image of 1:1 image placed in window
(R).

Figure 6: Photo through window with cropped 1:1 image at the bottom of the
photo. Brackets indicate the border between the 1:1 image and the live photo of
the window.

Figure 7: Details of cropped 1:1 image showing similarities between objects in scene and objects in 1:1
image.

www.acsr.org
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image to the live subject being captured showed
that there were slight inconsistencies due to replacing of the camera, however the continuity
between the cropped 1:1 image and objects in
the scene demonstrate how similar the image
was to the live objects.

Measurements Documented

When taking measurements with the photos,
the scale revealed the following measurements
within the photos:
•

•

 SC_3944 was the photo taken with the
D
scaled image affixed to the window (photo
of a photo). That photo showed that 1 in =
263 pixels
DSC_3886 was the original photo from
which the 1:1 was created. That photo
showed that 1 in = 255 pixels.

Open Area Application of this
Technique

When the CSI does not have a window or
other fixed object(s) in the foreground to which
a scale can be affixed, then the situation calls
for improvisation. Such a scenario was created
where locations for the camera (representative of
the eyewitness) and the subject were randomly
selected and documented using a baseline
method so that the locations of the camera and
subject could be retrieved when needed.

Example 2

The camera was mounted to a tripod and a
second tripod was used so that a scale could be
introduced into the foreground of the photo
(Figure 8). In this scenario, the subject was
standing 70 ft 5 in from the camera which was a
shorter distance than in Example 1. The camera
was set to 59 in from the ground to simulate the
height of the pseudo eyewitness (intern) whose
eye level was measured to be 59 in from the
ground to center of eyes.
As a result of the shorter distance between
the camera and the subject, the scale was much
clearer in the photos and the limitations of the
f/16 minimum aperture for the lens were not as
significant as the previous scenario where the
subject was an approximate distance of 117 ft
from the camera’s lens.
Figure 9 shows the image captured by the
camera with the scale in the foreground and the
subject inserted into the “incident location”.
J Assoc Crime Scene Reconstr. 2022:26

Figure 8: Photo of camera setup showing scale
affixed to tripod towards the right margin of the
image and not interfering with the subject.

Figure 10 shows the enlarged image side by
side with the original image used to create the
enlargement. The image on the left is the photo
of a photo and some reveal at the margins was
left to distinguish between the two. The camera
was placed at a distance of 36 in from the center
of the lens to the approximate center of the
photo which was the distance between the scale
and the lens.
The image on the left was an unaltered
“photo of a photo” where the original photo
(right) was captured and enlarged to a 1:1
print. When the camera was placed 3 ft from
the enlarged 1:1 photo, it filled the frame and
subjects in the photo can be compared to the
original photo. The subject in the photo of a
photo on the left measured approximately 711
37
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Figure 9: Image of subject showing scale in the foreground.

Figure 10: Side-by-side of photo of photo (L) and photo of live subject (R)

pixels in height and the photo on the right of
the live subject measured approximately 700
pixels in height demonstrating that the 1:1
photo created a subject of remarkable similarity
to the live subject.
For the reader’s consideration as to how vital
it is to reconstruct the conditions at the time of
the incident, note that in the above images the
subjects were holding a replica of a Colt model
1911A1 .45 caliber semi-automatic pistol in
their right hands.

Conclusion

As logic and studies show, the ability of an
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eyewitness to accurately identify a subject
diminishes as the distance between the
eyewitness and the subject increases. Providing
an accurate representation of how the subject
appeared to the eyewitness in terms of the
distance at which the subject was viewed by
the eyewitness can be helpful in cases where
an eyewitness’s perspective and testimony are
vital aspects of a criminal investigation and/
or prosecution. The validity of the eyewitness’s
statements can be evaluated more accurately
using this technique than simply displaying
digital images on a computer or other electronic
device.
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The ability to recreate that perspective can
be achieved when the investigator captures
images from the eyewitness’s perspective with
a scale inserted into the foreground. By using
the techniques delineated above, a remarkably
analogous simulation of that perspective can
be created and transported to various venues
where the viewer can assess the reliability of
the eyewitness testimony without returning to
the crime scene. When the viewer stands at a
distance from the exhibit that is similar to the
distance between the camera lens and the scale,
he or she will have a valid perspective as to what
the eyewitness saw.
Since this study is preliminary, further
experimentation can be conducted to include
the overlapping of images to create a panoramic
effect and enhancing depth of field by stacking
images with different points of focus, also
known as focus stacking.
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